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Explores the rhetorical identity of the "I" in the lament psalms of the individual. This work approaches the identity of the
psalmist in a new way as a rhetorical question.

Origins[ edit ] The composition of the psalms spans at least five centuries, from Psalm 29 , possibly an
Israelite adaptation of an entire Canaanite hymn to Baal , [20] to others clearly from the post-Exilic period not
earlier than the fifth century B. The majority originated in the southern kingdom of Judah and were associated
with the Temple in Jerusalem , where they probably functioned as libretto during the Temple worship. Exactly
how they did this is unclear, although there are indications in some of them: Parallelism is a kind of symmetry
, in which an idea is developed by the use of restatement, synonym, amplification, grammatical repetition, or
opposition. An example of synonymous parallelism: Two lines expressing opposites is known as antithetic
parallelism. An example of antithetic parallelism: Two clauses expressing the idea of amplifying the first
claim is known as expansive parallelism. An example of expansive parallelism: Editorial agenda[ edit ] Many
scholars believe the individual Psalms were redacted into a single collection in Second-Temple times. In time,
this approach developed into recognizing overarching themes shared by whole groups of psalms. He pointed
out that there was a progression of ideas, from adversity, through the crux of the collection in the apparent
failure of the covenant in Psalm 89, leading to a concert of praise at the end. He concluded that the collection
was redacted to be a retrospective of the failure of the Davidic covenant , exhorting Israel to trust in God alone
in a non-messianic future. Building on the work of Wilson and others, [26] Mitchell proposed that the Psalter
embodies an eschatological timetable like that of Zechariah 9â€” More than a third of the psalms are addressed
to the Director of Music. Some psalms exhort the worshipper to sing e. Some headings denote the musical
instruments on which the psalm should be played Pss. Some refer to singing at the sheminit or octave Pss. And
others preserve the name for ancient eastern modes, like mut la-ben Death of the son; Ps. Despite the
frequently heard view that their ancient music is lost, the means to reconstruct it still extant. Fragments of
temple psalmody are preserved in ancient church and synagogue chant, particularly in the tonus peregrinus
melody to Psalm Regardless of academic research, Sephardic Jews have retained a tradition in the Masoretic
cantillation. Most individual psalms involve the praise of Godâ€”for his power and beneficence, for his
creation of the world, and for his past acts of deliverance for Israel. The psalms envision a world in which
everyone and everything will praise God, and God in turn will hear their prayers and respond. Worst of all is
when God "hides his face" and refuses to respond, because this puts in question the efficacy of prayer which is
the underlying assumption of the Book of Psalms. Most notable of these is Psalm which is sometimes called
the "Maskil of David", others include Psalm 32 and Psalm In later Jewish and Christian tradition, the psalms
have come to be used as prayers, either individual or communal, as traditional expressions of religious feeling.
Thirteen have this description. It means the flow of speech, as it were, in a straight line or in a regular strain.
This description includes secular as well as sacred song. There are three interpretations: Psalms are used
throughout traditional Jewish worship. Many complete Psalms and verses from Psalms appear in the morning
services Shacharit. The pesukei dezimra component incorporates Psalms 30, and â€” Psalm commonly
referred to as " Ashrei ", which is really the first word of two verses appended to the beginning of the Psalm ,
is read three times every day: On Festival days and Sabbaths, instead of concluding the morning service, it
precedes the Mussaf service. Psalms 95â€”99, 29, 92, and 93, along with some later readings, comprise the
introduction Kabbalat Shabbat to the Friday night service. Traditionally, a different "Psalm for the Day"â€”
Shir shel yom â€”is read after the morning service each day of the week starting Sunday, Psalms: This is
described in the Mishnah the initial codification of the Jewish oral tradition in the tractate Tamid. According
to the Talmud, these daily Psalms were originally recited on that day of the week by the Levites in the Temple
in Jerusalem. From Rosh Chodesh Elul until Hoshanah Rabbah , Psalm 27 is recited twice daily following the
morning and evening services. There is a Minhag custom to recite Psalm 30 each morning of Chanukkah after
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Shacharit: When a Jew dies, a watch is kept over the body and tehillim Psalms are recited constantly by sun or
candlelight, until the burial service. Historically, this watch would be carried out by the immediate family,
usually in shifts, but in contemporary practice this service is provided by an employee of the funeral home or
chevra kadisha. Many Jews complete the Book of Psalms on a weekly or monthly basis. In addition, many
Jews notably Lubavitch , and other Chasidim read the entire Book of Psalms prior to the morning service, on
the Sabbath preceding the calculated appearance of the new moon. They are thus often specially recited in
times of trouble, such as poverty, disease, or physical danger; in many synagogues, Psalms are recited after
services for the security of the State of Israel. Thus, "to pray" conveys the notion of "judging oneself": The
Eastern Orthodox , Catholic , Presbyterian , Lutheran and Anglican Churches have always made systematic
use of the Psalms, with a cycle for the recitation of all or most of them over the course of one or more weeks.
In the early centuries of the Church, it was expected that any candidate for bishop would be able to recite the
entire Psalter from memory, something they often learned automatically [45] during their time as monks. Paul
the Apostle quotes psalms specifically Psalms 14 and 53 , which are nearly identical as the basis for his theory
of original sin , and includes the scripture in the Epistle to the Romans , chapter 3. Several conservative
Protestant denominations sing only the Psalms some churches also sing the small number of hymns found
elsewhere in the Bible in worship, and do not accept the use of any non-Biblical hymns; examples are the
Reformed Presbyterian Church of North America , the Presbyterian Reformed Church North America and the
Free Church of Scotland Continuing. Psalm 22 is of particular importance during the season of Lent as a
Psalm of continued faith during severe testing. Psalm 23 , The LORD is My Shepherd, offers an immediately
appealing message of comfort and is widely chosen for church funeral services, either as a reading or in one of
several popular hymn settings; Psalm 51 , Have mercy on me O God, called the Miserere from the first word
in its Latin version, in both Divine Liturgy and Hours, in the sacrament of repentance or confession, and in
other settings; Psalm 82 is found in the Book of Common Prayer as a funeral recitation. Psalm , By the rivers
of Babylon, there we sat down and wept, the Eastern Orthodox Church uses this hymn during the weeks
preceding Great Lent. New translations and settings of the Psalms continue to be produced. An individually
printed volume of Psalms for use in Christian religious rituals is called a Psalter. Eastern Orthodox
Christianity[ edit ] See also: Kathisma Orthodox Christians and Greek-Catholics Eastern Catholics who follow
the Byzantine rite , have long made the Psalms an integral part of their corporate and private prayers. The
official version of the Psalter used by the Orthodox Church is the Septuagint. To facilitate its reading, the
Psalms are divided into 20 kathismata Greek: During Great Lent , the number of kathismata is increased so
that the entire Psalter is read twice a week. In the twentieth century, some lay Christians have adopted a
continuous reading of the Psalms on weekdays, praying the whole book in four weeks. Aside from kathisma
readings, Psalms occupy a prominent place in every other Orthodox service including the services of the
Hours and the Divine Liturgy. In particular, the penitential Psalm 50 is very widely used. Fragments of Psalms
and individual verses are used as Prokimena introductions to Scriptural readings and Stichera. The bulk of
Vespers would still be composed of Psalms even if the kathisma were to be disregarded; Psalm , "The Psalm
of the Law", is the centerpiece of Matins on Saturdays, some Sundays, and the Funeral service. The entire
book of Psalms is traditionally read out loud or chanted at the side of the deceased during the time leading up
to the funeral, mirroring Jewish tradition. Oriental Christianity[ edit ] Several branches of Oriental Orthodox
and those Eastern Catholics who follow one of the Oriental Rites will chant the entire Psalter during the course
of a day during the Daily Office. This practice continues to be a requirement of monastics in the Oriental
churches. Roman Catholic usage[ edit ] The Psalms have always been an important part of Catholic liturgy.
The Liturgy of the Hours is centered on chanting or recitation of the Psalms, using fixed melodic formulas
known as psalm tones. Early Catholics employed the Psalms widely in their individual prayers also; however,
as knowledge of Latin the language of the Roman Rite became uncommon, this practice ceased among the
unlearned. However, until the end of the Middle Ages, it was not unknown for the laity to join in the singing
of the Little Office of Our Lady , which was a shortened version of the Liturgy of the Hours providing a fixed
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daily cycle of twenty-five psalms to be recited, and nine other psalms divided across Matins.
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This work explores the rhetorical identity of the "I" in the lament psalms of the individual, with a particular focus on how
the psalmist negotiates moral agency and constructs identity within the cultural, theological, and ideological assumptions
and relational structures embedded in the language of the laments.

Most people know at least one psalm. Yet most of the psalms tend to go ignored, or at least lacking in much
scrutiny from average churchgoers, said Amy Cottrill, an assistant professor of religion at
Birmingham-Southern College. Cottrill has written a book on the psalms, focusing on about 50 laments from
among the diverse collection of Hebrew psalms. These verses of poetry were written to be sung, and all of the
psalms have been set to music down through history. The lyrical poetry can be stark. Some of the psalms
make modern-day angst-ridden crooners such as Alanis Morissette look cheerful. She said that when President
Bush talked of evildoers in the aftermath of the Sept. The lines at the top of many psalms citing David and
incidents in his life may mean that the poetry was written by admirers as a homage to him, Cottrill said. May
his children be fatherless, and his wife a widow! May his children wander about and beg; may they be driven
out of the ruins they inhabit! May the creditor seize all that he has; may strangers plunder the fruits of his toil!
Let there be none to extend kindness to him, nor any to pity his fatherless children! They are asking God to go
kill their enemy. The ancient texts, held sacred for millennia, are deserving of scrutiny and study, she said. She
grew up in Parkersburg, W. Cottrill arrived on the faculty at Birmingham-Southern a year ago and teaches
classes on world religions, Old Testament, New Testament, gender in the Hebrew Bible, and Bible in
contemporary culture. Her book, "Language, Power and Identity in the Lament Psalms of the Individual,"
offers literary analysis of the writing style of the psalmists. She finds them to be starkly different in worldview
from the modern religious sensibilities of Jews and Christians. To them, God is all-powerful, but God is also
very personal, very close. They definitely feel they have access.
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3: Top shelves for The Zombie Night Before Christmas
Amy Cottrill explores how "the psalmist negotiates a rhetorical identity of powerlessness and endangerment, and one of
power and potency" within the lament psalms of the individual (hereafter ILs) (p. 28).

Leonard Mare Leonard Mare Scriptura Nearly everything pertaining to relationships was determined by these
two concepts. Honour was the goal, passion and hope of everyone wishing to succeed in life. Being shamed
was a social catastrophe. Honour was thus understood as the direct contrast of shame, specifically negative
shame, because positive shame, usually ascribed to females, was understood to be a virtue. Honour and shame
took a central place in relationships between humans, but also in the relationship between God and human.
These concepts of honour and shame play a central role in Psalm God has rejected and humbled them; they
are disgraced and shamed. In stanza 4 the people petition God to act on their behalf again and thus change
their shame into honour. Honour; Shame; Psalm 44; Covenant Introduction Honour and shame were core
social values of the ancient Mediterranean world. Honour therefore was the goal, passion and hope of
everyone wishing to succeed in life. There are two types of honour: Ascribed honour refers to the honour with
which one is born. It happens passively to someone through birth, ethnicity, family reputation, gender, wealth,
or bequest by prominent persons of power. Acquired honour is actively sought and acquired 1 Shame, when
attributed to men, is regarded as a negative, resulting in a state of dishonour and disrespect. It could therefore
be won and lost on a daily basis through acts of benefaction and the agonistic contest of challenge and riposte.
Public encounters became the arena where honour was given and taken. A challenger conveys some sort of
message in the public arena, and the public nature of the act assures the response of the receiving individual.
People would therefore protect their honour and fight to retrieve it if it has been lost. If honour was not in
limited supply, losing some would carry no consequences. Honour and Shame in the Book of Psalms Evidence
of the social value system of honour and shame in the Old Testament occurs often in the patriarchal narratives
and the Deuteronomistic history e g Gen 34; 1 Sam 31; 2 Sam This has resulted in a number of scholarly
treatments of these texts. Metaphors referring to nakedness, sexuality and sexual pro- miscuity are often
employed by the prophets in order to correct the behaviour of the recipients of their message. This corpus of
literature has also received attention from scholars. This suggests a gap in our knowledge of the subject and
begs more research to be done in this regard. Cottrill did an excellent study on honour and shame in individual
laments. There are two aspects to the relational narrative between the psalmist and the enemy. Cottrill states
that social identity in relation to the hostile other is articulated in a discourse of honour and shame The
worldview which determines the relation between the psalmist and the enemy; how the psalmist perceives and
responds to the enemy, is one where honour and shame define and control social and personal worth. Social
relationshipsare thus structured as competitive and hierarchical, resulting in a perception of social restoration
where the psalmist moves from a position of social inferiority to one of social superiority. When the psalmist
is under attack and thus placed in a position of social inferiority he is shamed, but when Yahweh is rallied to
act on behalf of the psalmist, he returns to a position of restored honour and thus social superiority. She further
analysed the relationship between the psalmist and God in chapter four by using a patronage model The
patron-client God- psalmist relationship comprises four features: Exam- ples of these are Psalms 1; 15; The
psalmists expected that righteous living would result in the enjoyment of honour and the other goods of life cf.
Those who trust God and fear Him should not experience disgrace; it is rather the fate of those who break faith
with the covenant cf. However, their experience repeatedly contradicted the expectations of their theology.
The psalmists would regularly, despite their claim of innocence, encounter taunts from their enemies. Whether
they confessed uprightness Ps. The psalmists display this same confidence when they pray for a reversal of
their fortunes, asking that shame and disgrace should befall their enemies cf. These enemies are among those
who do not keep the covenant; the psalmists therefore pray that their enemies be put in their right place below
the righteous petitioner Pss. The shaming of the enemies corresponds to the vindication of the righteous.
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However, they do not seek to shame their enemies personally; they commit their cause to God This happens
at national level as well. The psalmists expected that Israel should be exalted above their enemies Ps. The
nation, however, did experience humiliation from their enemies and they were subjected to disgrace Pss.
When they found them- selves in a situation of shame, the psalmists would pray that the enemies of the nation
should be put to shame in a great reversal of their present circumstances Ps. In the psalms of praise the
psalmists give honour to God for who He is and for what He has done cf. This idea is enhanced when one
takes into account that the person thus restored, would act as an honourable client who returns thanks and
praise to his divine patron This is also true when it comes to the destiny of the nation of Israel. This overview
demonstrates that a triangular relationship exists between God, the psalmist and the enemy regarding honour
and shame. In the God-psalmist relationship the poets would regularly appeal to God to remove their shame
and restore them to a position of honour, or they would pray that shame would be cast upon the enemy, or that
the shame ascribed to Yahweh, must be removed cf. How then should we proceed to analyse the Psalter as
regards honour and shame? Two possibilities are feasible: To my mind, both these two approaches are valid
methods of understanding honour and shame within the Book of Psalms. For the purpose of this article, my
focus will be on honour and shame within the context of covenantal relations, as covenant is an obvious theme
in Psalm 44 cf. God first gave the promise of the land when He established his covenant with Abraham. Psalm
44 reinforces this idea. God defeated the other nations on behalf of his people. He drove the nations out, but
planted his people, He crushed the enemies, but Israel flourished. Verse 4 presents an explanation of how the
victory was accomplished. His presence enabled them to be victorious over their enemies. These verses also
refer to the tradition of the holy war. God is portrayed as a warrior, fighting on behalf of his people.
Everything is as it should be. Their covenant partner has proven Himself to be faithful and they are therefore
not ashamed before their enemies. He placed them in a position of honour by his faithfulness towards his
covenant promises. Verses celebrate the victories that God has accomplished in the past. The poet thus
accentuates the personal relationship between God and his people. They belong to Him, they are his
possession, they live in covenant relationship with Him, and therefore they could expect that He would be
there for them in any situation of need. Verse 6 is parallel to verse 3. God is celebrated in both verses as the
One who gives victory, with verse 3 referring to the past, and verse 6 to the expectation of the present. Verses
7 and 8 correspond with verse 4. The poet is explicit: It is God who has shamed those who hate Israel verse 8.
His shaming of the enemies will, conversely, ensue in honour, not only for Israel, but also for God. He has
shown Himself to be more powerful than the enemies; they were not able to stand before Him, but were
brought to shame. They will indeed boast in Him, not in their own abilities, because He won the victory. This
first stanza presents to us the ideal situation. Israel, with Yahweh as covenant partner would expect to enjoy a
position of honour amongst the nations. They would expect that their trust in God and their faith in Him would
result in their enjoying honour. The enemies, those who do not fear Yahweh, should be shamed, as is the case
in this stanza. Stanza 2 verses http: God has rejected his people. This contrasts sharply with the uses of the
second person singular verbal forms in the first stanza. Instead of saving his people from the enemy, God has
now become the major foe who empowers the enemies and disgraces his people cf. He no longer goes out with
the armies of Israel; consequently they suffer defeat in war verses This highlights the impor- tant role of
honour and shame in international relations. The destruction of Judah is repeatedly described as a source of
shame Jer. If Yahweh was their God as they claimed and if the people had honoured Him through obedience
to his will, then it was incumbent upon Yahweh to bless and protect them cf. Instead He rejects them, shames
them, and gives them up to be devoured like sheep, which is a picture of doom cf. They became like sheep that
perished in the open fields, whose remains were consumed by scavenging animals and birds cf. He scatters
them among the nations verse 12 , selling them for a pittance, without gaining anything from the sale verse At
least they got something of worth from their unrighteous practices. People who see this shake their heads,
indicating that Israel has become the laughing stock of the nations. They displayed the proper attitudes and
behaviour towards God. Yet, this God has shamed them. Israel certainly would have experienced emotions of
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unworthiness and inadequacy due to their rejection by God. Shame is perceived here to be relational, however
not as the result of failure on the part of Israel, but failure on the part of their covenant partner to live up to the
obligations of the covenant.
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4: Psalms - Wikipedia
Language__Power__and_I Download with Google Download with Facebook Language, Power, and Idenitity in the
Lament Psalms of the Individual. Download. Language.

The Oxford Guide to the Book of Common Prayer is the first comprehensive guide to the history and usage of
the original Book of Common Prayer and its numerous descendants throughout the world. It shows how a
seminal text for Christian worship and devotion has inspired a varied family of religious resources that have
had an influence far beyond their use in the churches of a single tradition. Stephen Breck Reid Language: The
essays in this book explore how the notion of practice helps contemporary readers understand Psalms in a new
way. Wipf and Stock Publishers Format Available: How did a first-generation Jewish messianic movement
develop the momentum to become a dominant religious force in the Western world? These essays reach
backward into the background of what was to become the Christian mission and forward through the New
Testament to the continuing Christian mission and missions today. This work explores the rhetorical identity
of the "I" in the lament psalms of the individual, with a particular focus on how the psalmist negotiates moral
agency and constructs identity within the cultural, theological, and ideological assumptions and relational
structures embedded in the language of the laments. The work approaches the identity of the psalmist in a new
way, not as a form-critical question, but as a rhetorical question. The assumption is that language affords
identity. Readers will become better at identifying the specific rhetorical world of the laments of the
individual. The over-arching theoretical framework is that of the figured world, a culturally constructed
location of interpretation, which provides a way of entering and exploring the language used by the psalmist to
represent his pain to himself and others, and the assumptions about relationship, selfhood, and restoration
embedded in these prayers. Eerdmans Publishing Format Available: The responsorial Psalms of the Revised
Common Lectionary are here taken up in careful and often illuminating interpretation with attention also to
their interaction with other lectionary texts. The many ways that psalms can function meaningfully in the
liturgical life of congregations are explored especially in John Witvliet s concluding section. I know of no
work that combines practice and substance better than this lectionary commentary. An excellent resource not
only for preachers using the Revised Common Lectionary but also for those wishing to preach a series of
sermons on the Psalms. In addition, worship leaders and worship committees will appreciate the many
excellent ideas for using the Psalms in worship. Serious attention paid to this one book could go a long way
toward remedying the scandalous neglect of the treasure of the Psalms in too much contemporary worship.
Brown, Walter Brueggemann, Richard J. LeMon, James Limburg, J. Clinton McCann, James K. Van Harn,
Raymond C. Ross Wagner, Gerald H.
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Description: This work explores the rhetorical identity of the "I" in the lament psalms of the individual, with a particular
focus on how the psalmist negotiates moral agency and constructs identity within the cultural, theological, and
ideological assumptions and relational structures embedded in the language of the laments. The work.

The present form of the Psalter is the result of a lengthy literary history. It is divided into five books Psalms
1â€”41; 42â€”72; 73â€”89; 90â€”; and â€” , probably in imitation of the five books of the Pentateuch. Psalm 1
serves as an introduction to the whole Psalter, while Psalm is a final doxology an expression of praise to God ;
the books are divided from each other by short doxologies that form the conclusions of the last psalm of each
of the first four books. This division, however, appears to be artificial. There are indications, cutting across the
present divisions, that the book was a compilation of existing collections. That there were several collections
existing side by side is seen in the way that certain psalms e. There appear to be two distinct collections of
psalms ascribed to David , one Yahwistic Psalms 3â€”41 and the other Elohistic Psalms 51â€” The
superscriptions found on most of the psalms are obscure but point to the existence of earlier collections.
Psalms are attributed to David, Asaph, and the sons of Korah, among others. It is generally held that Asaph
and the sons of Korah indicate collections belonging to guilds of temple singers. The investigation of the
process is made difficult because individual psalms and whole collections underwent constant development
and adaptation. Thus, for example, private prayers became liturgical, songs of local sanctuaries were adapted
to use in the Temple, and psalms that became anachronistic by reason of the fall of the monarchy or the
destruction of the Temple were reworked to fit a contemporary situation. Such problems complicate the
determination of the date and original occasion of the psalm. For centuries both Jews and Christians ascribed
the whole Psalter to David, just as they ascribed the Pentateuch to Moses and much of the wisdom literature to
Solomon. This was thought to be supported by the tradition that David was a musician, a poet, and an
organizer of the liturgical cult and also by the attribution of 73 psalms to David in the superscriptions found in
the Hebrew Bible. These superscriptions, however, need not refer to authorship. Moreover, it is clear that
David could not have written all the psalms attributed to him because some of them presuppose the existence
of the Temple in Jerusalem , which was not constructed until later. Contrary to the long-established Davidic
authorship tradition, at the end of the 19th century most biblical critics spoke of a Persian date â€” bce and
even of the Maccabean era mid-2nd century bce for the majority of the psalms. Scholars, however, are
reluctant to assign precise dates. The most important contribution to modern scholarship on the Psalter has
been the work of Hermann Gunkel , a German biblical scholar, who applied form criticism to the psalms.
Form criticism is the English name for the study of the literature of the Bible that seeks to separate its literary
units and classify them into types or categories Gattungen according to form and content, to trace their history,
and to reconstruct the particular situation in life or setting Sitz im Leben that gave rise to the various types.
This approach does not ignore the personal role of individual composers and their dates, but it recognizes that
Hebrew religion , conservative in faith and practice, was more concerned with the typical than with the
individual and that it expressed this concern in formal, conventional categories. The study is aided by viewing
them in the context of similar literary works in the earlier or contemporary cultures of the ancient Near East.
Gunkel identified five major types of psalms, each cultic in origin. The first type, the Hymn , is a song of
praise, consisting of an invitation to praise Yahweh, an enumeration of the reasons for praise e. The life setting
of the hymns was generally an occasion of common worship. The second type is the Communal Lament. Its
setting was some situation of national calamity , when a period of prayer, fasting, and penitence would be
observed. The Royal Psalms are grouped on the basis not of literary characteristics but of content. They all
have as their life setting some event in the life of the pre-exilic Israelite kingsâ€”e. Gunkel pointed out that in
ancient Israel the king was thought to have a special relationship to Yahweh and thus played an important role
in Israelite worship. With the fall of the monarchy, these psalms were adapted to different cultic purposes. In
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the Individual Lament an individual worshipper cries out to Yahweh in time of need. The structure of these
psalms includes: Three aspects have been the subject of extensive study: Psalms of this type form the largest
group in the Psalter. The final major type is the Individual Song of Thanksgiving, which presumably had its
setting in the thanksgiving sacrifice offered after a saving experience. These psalms begin and conclude with
an exclamation of praise to Yahweh. The body of the psalm contains two elements: Most biblical scholars
since Gunkel have accepted his classifications, with perhaps some modifications, but have focussed increased
attention on the setting, the Sitz im Leben, in which the psalms were sung. Sigmund Mowinckel , a Norwegian
scholar, explained the psalms as wholly cultic both in origin and in intention. He attempted to relate more than
40 psalms to a hypothetical autumnal New Year festival at which the enthronement of Yahweh as the
universal king was commemorated; the festival was associated with a similar Babylonian celebration. Artur
Weiser, a German scholar, sought the cultic milieu of the Hebrew psalms especially in an annual feast of
covenant renewal, which was uniquely Israelite. Psalms is a source book for the beliefs contained in the entire
Hebrew Bible. Yet, doctrines are not expounded, for this is a book of the songs of Israel that describe the way
Yahweh was experienced and worshipped. Yahweh is creator and saviour; Israel is his elected people to whom
he remains faithful. The enemies of this people are the enemies of Yahweh. In these songs are found the entire
range of basic human feelings and attitudes before Godâ€”praise, fear, trust, thanksgiving, faith, lament, joy.
The book of Psalms has thus endured as the basic prayerbook for Jews and Christians alike. Proverbs Proverbs
is probably the oldest extant document of the Hebrew wisdom movement, of which King Solomon was the
founder and patron. Wisdom literature flourished throughout the ancient Near East, with Egyptian examples
dating back to before the middle of the 3rd millennium bce. The most common form of these wise sayings,
which were intended for oral instruction especially in the schools run by the sages for the young men at the
court, was the mashal Hebrew: Typically a pithy, easily memorized aphoristic saying based on experience and
universal in application, the mashal in its simplest and oldest form was a couplet in which a definition was
given in two parallel lines related to each other either antithetically or synthetically. Verse 5 of the 15th
chapter of Proverbs is an example of a simple antithetic saying: Other forms of the mashal, such as parables,
riddles, allegories , and ultimately full-scale compositions developed later. The two principal types of
wisdomâ€”one practical and utilitarian, the other speculative and frequently pessimisticâ€”arose both within
and outside Israel. Practical wisdom consisted chiefly of wise sayings that appealed to experience and offered
prudential guidelines for a successful and happy life. Such wisdom is found in a collection of sayings bearing
the name of Ptahhotep , a vizier to the Egyptian pharaoh about bce, in which the sage counsels his son that the
path to material success is by way of proper etiquette, strict discipline, and hard work. Although such
instructions were largely materialistic and political, they were moral in character and contributed to a
well-ordered society. Speculative wisdom went beyond maxims of conduct and reflected upon the deeper
problems of the value of life and of good and evil. Hebrew wisdom, which owed much to that of its
neighbours, appeared with the establishment of the monarchy and a royal court and found a patron in
Solomon. Through the following centuries the wise men were at times the object of rebuke by the prophets,
who disliked their pragmatic realism. The exile, however, brought a change in Hebrew wisdom; it became
deeply religious. It was this mood that dominated the final shaping of the Hebrew wisdom literature. Though
dependent on older materials and incorporating documents from before the exile, the wisdom books in their
present form were produced after the exile. In the Hebrew Bible the book of Proverbs offers the best example
of practical wisdom, while Job and Ecclesiastes give expression to speculative wisdom. Some of the psalms
and a few other brief passages are also representative of this type of literature. Among the Apocrypha, the
Wisdom of Solomon and Ecclesiasticus are wisdom books. The book of Proverbs is a collection of units
originally independent, some of which can be traced back to the era of Solomon. The present form of the book
was the result of a long process of growth that was not completed until post-exilic times. The whole book was
preceded by a long introduction and concludes with a poem praising the ideal wife. In addition to sectional
titles, changes in literary form and in subject matter help to mark off the limits of the various units, which can
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be ordered into nine sections. The introduction chapters 1â€”9 constitutes the youngest unit in the book. It
consists of a series of poems or discourses in which a father exhorts his son to acquire wisdom and in which
wisdom personified intervenes. These chapters have a more speculative quality than the remainder of the
book. They do not treat wisdom simply as a human quality and achievement or as a cultural legacy imparted
by teachers and parents; they present it as a universal and abiding reality, transcending the human scene. There
are aphorisms each complete in itself and arranged in no apparent order. The motivation of this section, in
contrast to the preceding, is strongly practical: The wise are contrasted with fools, and the just with the
wicked. It is difficult, however, to establish the nature of the difference, if any, between the wicked and the
fool or between the just and the wise. The most distinctive feature of this section is its close relationship to a
piece of Egyptian writing, The Instruction of Amenemope , which has been dated within the broad limits of
â€” bce. An additional collection of four wise sayings The book concludes with four independent units or
collections. Lemuel seems to have been a tribal chieftain of northwest Arabia, in the region of Edom. The final
section The wisdom movement constituted a special aspect of the religious and cultural development of
ancient Israel. This contrast also marks Job and Ecclesiastes, however greatly they may differ from Proverbs
in other respects. In the Hebrew Bible as a whole, this history is constantly recalled not so much for social or
political reasons as to declare the faith of Israel that God has acted in its history to redeem his people and
make known to them the character of his rule. None of this is alluded to in Proverbs. Moreover, the meaning
of this revelation is not immediately self-evident but must be discovered by men. This discovery is an
educational discipline that trusts human reason and employs research, classifying and interpreting the results
and bequeathing them as a legacy to future generations. This character of God is conceived almost entirely in
terms of ethical laws, and the rewards for their observance are defined in terms of human valuesâ€”e. Because
God is apprehended in static terms, rather than dynamic as elsewhere in the Bible, the viewpoint of Proverbs is
anthropocentric. Human destiny depends upon responsible action. There is no appeal to divine mercy,
intervention, or forgiveness, and the divine judgment is simply the inexorable operation of the orders of life as
God has established them. Implicit in the book is an aristocratic bias. The wise constitute an elite nurtured by
inheritance, training, and self-discipline; fools are those who can never catch up, because of either the
determinism of birth or the wasted years of neglect. In its social and cultural attitudes, the book is probably the
most conservative in the Bible:
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6: Language, power, and identity in the lament Psalms of the individual (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.co
forms of lament turn to God precisely because the psalmist hopes in the faithfulness and power of God. This hope is
expressed in the structure of laments in recalling former acts of love and aid.

Psalms of Lament by G. Brooke Lester "Rouse yourself! Why do you sleep, O Lord? If many of us have been
taught to put on a happy face, to let a smile be our umbrella, to keep our complaints to ourselves, then the
Hebrew Bible offers a welcome corrective in the complaint psalms, or psalms of lament. Lament, as a genre of
psalm, is not the same as lamentation over the dead. In a lament psalm, a petitioner addresses God directly on
the occasion of some calamity. In fact, many readers prefer the term complaint psalm, since the passive
connotations of lament do not match the vociferous and active tone common to psalms of this genre. Like the
psalms of thanksgiving, lament psalms are sometimes individual "I, me" , sometimes communal "we, us" , and
occasionally a blend of both. Psalm 44 illustrates well the typical features of the lament psalm. A lament
usually contains some direct address to God Ps As with any literary genre, the formal features of the lament
psalm are not set in stone. Each psalmist will play freely with the form, ordering the elements variously,
expanding or suppressing them, breaking them up or repeating them. As a response to crisis, the lament psalm
is best understood in comparison to the other major genres of psalms, namely, praise and thanksgiving psalms.
Psalms of praise, with their celebratory language, portray a just and life-sustaining created order. They reflect
the comfortable embrace of a status quo whose conditions favor the speaker. Thanksgiving psalms speak to the
gathered community of their deliverance from a crisis by God. Between these two forms sit the lament psalms,
which respond to a crisis that disrupts the life of an individual or community. In laments, a critical event calls
into question the conviction that God reliably protects the speaker from injustice, chaos , and death. Brooke
Lester, "Psalms of Lament", n. He studies innerbiblical allusion, or the ways in which biblical texts
intentionally evoke other biblical texts. He is author of Understanding Bible by Design: Construct Courses
with Purpose Fortress,
7: Honour and shame in Psalm 44 | Leonard Mare - www.enganchecubano.com
The canonical book of Psalms comprises approximately forty-two psalms of lament, about thirty of which are individual
psalms of lament and the rest are communal. Most lament psalms have the following typical features: invocation,
complaint, request, expression of confidence, and vow of praise.

8: Many of the Psalms are painful complaints to God, Birmingham-Southern professor says | www.enganch
s a tightly constructed individual lament, Psalm 64 uses repe - Language, Power, and Identity in the Lament and the
Enemy in the Psalms: On the Role of.

9: Project MUSE - Psalms, Books
Psalms, Books Denise Dombkowski Hopkins adapting an individual lament for communal use. Language, Power, and
Identity in the Lament Psalms of the Individual.
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